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2. GUIDES, MANUALS, INDEX SERIES 
 

Throughout C511 bibliographies, IU Library call numbers are noted wherever possible. If 
no call number is noted, it is likely that the work is not in the IU collection. Call numbers 
for the general research collection begin with the Library of Congress index letters. 
Notation preceding these indicates that the book is located in the Oriental Reference 
section (O.R.), the Oriental/Chinese collection (O.C.), the Oriental/Japanese collection 
(O.J.) – all located on the 8th floor – or in the Reference Room (R.R.) on the 1st floor.  

 
Syllabus Guides 
 
C511 is itself a guide or manual for doing research in traditional China. Within its limits, it is an 
attempt to orient you to a vast bibliography and reference base that is now, in the twenty-first 
century, growing faster than ever before for all fields of traditional studies. In this, its initial 
bibliographic section, the course introduces a limited number of published guides, manuals, and so 
forth that can help you both during and after the term of C511. 
 

George Kennedy, ZH Guide to Sinology: a Guide to the Encyclopedia Ts'u-hai. 
(New Haven: Yale, 1953) [O.R. PL 1420 .T882] 

 
It is historically interesting to note that one of the earliest courses ever offered of the 
C511-type in the United States generated such a guide. The course was taught after 
the Second World War by George Kennedy (a witty writer and fine scholar at Yale 
who did not publish a great deal). Kennedy based his entire course on acquainting 
students with the fine points of what was then the most advanced of all Chinese 
dictionaries: the 1937 Tz'u-hai 辭海, from the Chung-hua publishing house of 
Shanghai. 

Kennedy's guide was not only a primer in research skills; Kennedy used his 
methods course as a simultaneous introduction to Classical Chinese! He asked only 
that his students initially be familiar with about a dozen characters – his 
wen-yen-wen primer was, more or less, the tables and appendices incorporated in 
the Tz'u-hai (his syllabus includes many exercises based on these).  

 
T.H. Tsien, A Guide to Reference and Source Materials for Chinese Studies. 

Chicago: University of Chicago, 1970 (plus Supplement, 1978). [R.R. Z 
3106 .T873 (& Suppl.)] 

 
More influential than Kennedy in the design of C511-type courses was T.H. Tsien, 
East Asian Librarian at the University of Chicago, who distributed the 
bibliographic outline of his course in mimeographed form. His guide, from which 
the current C511 is in part distantly derived, may be found in the first floor 
Reference Room of the Library: 
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Guides to Reference Works and Sources 
 
The most important guides, for C511 purposes, are those which provide English-language 
introductions to specific reference works that are challenging for non-native readers to employ 
skillfully.  
 

S.Y. Teng and Knight Biggerstaff, An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Chinese 
Reference Works (Third edition; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1971) [O.R. Z 1035 .T3 1971] 

 
The oldest such guide, compiled by Teng Ssu-yü and Knight Biggerstaff, was first 
published in 1936 and was subsequently twice updated. At one time, when S.Y. 
Teng was still active at Indiana University and the last revision of his guide recent 
enough to reflect current scholarship, “Teng and Biggerstaff” was the standard 
textbook for C511. As late as the mid-1990s, it was still the dominant sinological 
guide, but it has now been superseded. (Nevertheless, where aprropriate, for items 
included in Teng and Biggerstaff cross references to discussions there will be 
indicated by “T&B” pagination.) 
 

   C511 Abbreviation: T&B 
 

An equally useful guide, prepared specifically as a device to acquaint historians with the 
tools and methods of their field is: 
 

Endymion Wilkinson, The History of Imperial China: A Research Guide 
(Cambridge, Mass.: East Asian Research Center, Harvard University, 1973) 
[O.R. DS 734.7 W5] 

 
   C511 Abbreviation: Wilkinson 1973 
 

Wilkinson's guide [hereafter referred to simply as “Wilkinson”] is a well organized, 
interestingly chatty survey of materials such as standard histories and other primary 
sources, in addition to reference works such as encyclopedias, calendrical charts, 
and other tools covered by T&B. Naturally, much changed in the decades after 
Wilkinson's material was compiled, and a supplement was later published: 

 
James H. Cole, Updating Wilkinson: An Annotated Bibliography of Reference 

Works on Imperial China Published Since 1973 (New York: 1991) [O.R. 
DS 706 .C63 1991] 

 
Ultimately, however, Wilkinson superseded his own manual, publishing: 
 

Endymion Wilkinson, Chinese History: A Manual. (Revised and Enlarged Edition, 
Cambridge, Mass.: East Asian Research Center, Harvard University, 2000) 
[O.R. DS 735 W695]  
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 C511 Abbreviation: Wilkinson 2000 
 

Originally published in 1998, stuffed with over 1000 pages of material, the guide 
grew within two years by 30% (reduced type size kept its bulk to under 1200 pages). 
Its own self-description divides the manual into three sections: 1) Basics: 
“Strategies for mastering the characters; choosing the right dictionary; personal 
names; tracing people; non-verbal salutations; the origins and meanings of place 
names; locating places; converting dates; seasons, festivals, and vacations; telling 
the time from the Shang to the Republic; evaluating historical statistics; the 
conversion of weights and measures; money; locating primary sources; keeping up 
with the field”; 2) Primary sources: “Archives; official and private historical 
writing; official communications; government institutions; law; the army; uprisings; 
encyclopaedias; literary anthologies; collected works; miscellaneous notes; 
philosophical, mythological, and religious works; popular literature; agriculture 
and the environment; food, medicine, and sex; technology and science; calligraphy, 
painting, music, geomancy, and architecture; women’s studies; non-Han peoples 
inside China and at the borders; foreign accounts of China; Taiwan”; 3) Key 
sources by period: “pre-Qin (Neolithic, Shang, and Zhou archaeology; the origins, 
structure, and evolution of Chinese characters; epigraphy; excavated and 
transmitted texts; the Classics) . . . primary sources and research tools for every 
period from the Qin to the Republic.” 

Wilkinson’s “Manual” does not entirely supersede other reference guides, 
but its range is far broader and its intellectual goals much more substantive. Each 
of its 51 chapter includes essays on the topic covered, but the degree of depth varies 
widely. For example, the chapter on dictionaries extends for 32 pages, and is full of 
valuable discussion on the history of dictionaries, linguistic analysis underlying 
dictionary organization, and heavily annotated lists of major (and minor) 
dictionaries. On the other hand, the chapter on encyclopaedias (lei-shu 類書) is only 
9 pages in length and quite perfunctory, not a match for T&B (perhaps not even for 
the comparable section in C511 materials). 

 
Harriet T. Zurndorfer, China Bibliography: A Research Guide to Reference Works 

About China Past and Present (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1995; paper, University 
of Hawaii Press, 1999) [O.R. Z 3106 .Z87 1995] 

 
Zurndorfer's guide includes a good introductory summary of the field, readable 
introductory notes on the various genres of research tools explored, and extensive 
annotated entries on a wide variety of reference works. It covers both modern and 
premodern periods, and its descriptive introductions include valuable material not 
found in other guides. 

 
The period of transition from Imperial to Modern China (post-Opium War) is covered in a 

useful but now long outdated publication: 
 

Andrew J. Nathan, Modern China, 1840-1972: An Introduction to Sources and 
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Research Aids (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Center for Chinese 
Studies, 1973) [Z 3106 .N274] 

 
Zurndorfer's guide may be regarded as substantially superseding Nathan. For the 
Republican period, the chapter devoted to this era in Wilkinson 2000 (chapter 51, 
70 pages in length) is the most current guide now available.  

 
Perhaps the most sophisticated and readable English-language survey guide to sources for 

the study of Imperial China (as opposed to reference tools) is a volume of essays by many scholars 
compiled at Australian National University about forty years ago. Each of the many essays in the 
volume treats briefly but intelligently a specific genre of primary sources (a table of contents in 
reproduced in the “Sources for Chinese History” section of this “Coursepack”): 
 

Donald Leslie et al. eds., Essays on the Sources for Chinese History (Canberra: 
1973) [DS 734.7 E83] 

 
However, Wilkinson 2000 also includes detailed reflections on the issues raised by authors in 
Leslie, scattered in appropriate locations throughout the guide, and benefits from a quarter century 
of further development in the field. 
 

Two other guides that may be mentioned as useful to true beginners in the field, though 
now long out of date, are: 
 

Ernst Wolff, Chinese Studies: A Bibliographic Manual (San Francisco: Chinese 
Materials Center, 1981) [O.R. Z 3106 .W64] 

 
P.A. Herbert and T. Chiang, Chinese Studies Research Methodology (Hong Kong: 

Chinese Materials Center, 1982) 
 
Chinese-Language Guides and Manuals 
 
Because C511 is designed to provide native English speakers with the simplest means available of 
becoming acquainted with difficult Chinese-language research tools, guides in English are given 
priority over those in Chinese. But there are scores of very good guides to reference books 
(kung-chü-shu 工具書) in Chinese, and many important guides to research methodology.  

Chinese-language research guides may be easily located by scanning the appropriate 
sections of the O.R. shelves (in some cases, duplicate copies may appear on the O.C. shelves). 
Look under either Z 1035 or Z 3106. Since there is a steady flow of new publications, it is not 
possible to maintain an updated list that indicates which may be most useful. The following two 
have been particularly helpful over the years in compiling this set of materials: 
 

Chang Chin-lang 張錦郎, Chung-kuo ts'an-k'ao yung-shu chih-yin 中國參考用書

指引 (Taipei: Wen-shih-che, 1983) [O.R. Z 3106 .C39 1983]   
 
Chung-kuo kung-chü-shu ta tz'u-tien 中國工具書大詞典 (Harbin: Hei-lung-chiang 
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jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1993) [O.R. Z 1035.8 .C5 C53 1993] 
 
In addition, several other recent Chinese-language guides are listed in Wilkinson 2000, p. 256. 
 

Among the most influential works on research methodology, two stand out as the products 
of the most prominent Chinese scholars of their day. While you may only have the opportunity to 
skim the contents of these identically-named books, you should be aware of their historical 
importance: 
 

Liang Ch'i-ch'ao 梁啟超 Chung-kuo li-shih yen-chiu-fa 中國歷史研究法, 2 vols. 
(Shanghai: 1922) [O.C. DS 734.7 .L71] 

 
Ch'ien Mu 錢穆, Chung-kuo li-shih yen-chiu-fa (Hong Kong: 1965) [O.C. DS 

734.7 .C528] 
 
 An unusual recent publication that can serve as an overview introduction to a broad array 
of scholarly fields in traditional Chinese studies is: 
 

Meng Hsiang-jung 孟向榮 , et al., Kuo-hsueh t’ung-lan 國學通覽  (Beijing: 
Ch’ün-chung ch’u-pan-she, 1996) [O.R. DS 734.95 .K86 1996] 

 
Substantial introductory essays on a wide range of specialized fields of study in 
traditional China. Examples include: Yi ching studies; Han apocrypha; Legal 
studies; Gazetteers; Mathematics, Classical studies, Historical phonetics, Houlou 
meng studies and so forth – altogether over 75 fields are covered in an oversize 
book of more than 1100 pages. Essays provide general descriptions of the nature 
and history of each scholarly field; in some cases, bibliographies are provided. 

 
Basic Bibliographic Guides 
 
Few research tools are more important than bibliographies, and the range of important 
bibliographies for the study of traditional China will be covered in a later section of C511. At this 
point, however, it is useful to note two bibliographical resources that have a more general use than 
specific research bibliographies: 
 

T.H. Tsien and J.K.M. Cheng, China: An Annotated Bibliography of 
Bibliographies (Boston: G.K. Hall, 1978) [O.R. Z 3106 .T87] 

 
Tsien and Cheng, long-time East Asian Librarians at Chicago and Cornell 
respectively, devised in this publication a tool that allows researchers to find their 
way through the maze of ephemeral lists that had previously been so 
time-consuming to locate that bibliographic work seemed in itself a major research 
project. 

 
A former East Asian Librarian at Indiana University, Thomas Lee, produced a different 
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kind of bibliographic guide, a descriptive survey of the East Asian resources available in 
collections on this side of the Pacific: 
 

Thomas H. Lee, A Guide to East Asian Collections in North America (New York: 
Greenwood Press, 1992) [O.R. Z 3001 .L4 1992] 

 
This guide is useful for understanding the geography of sinological studies in the 
U.S. and Canada, as well as for planning research travel. 

 
Major Index and Concordance Series 
 
True concordances are text indexes that record every instance of every word in the text, generally 
providing for each word a list of occurrences with surrounding context. Digitized, fully searchable 
versions of texts are now making concordances less relevant, but widely published concordance 
editions that are held by research libraries still provide standard reference locations for published 
research and remain extremely convenient research tools. 
 
  There are two standard series of concordances that each cover a wide range of traditional 
texts: the Harvard-Yenching yin-te 引得 series and the ICS (Institute for Chinese Studies) chu-tzu 
so-yin 逐字索引 series. The former was produced in the 1930s and 1940s and consists of a mix of 
true concordances and more selective indexes to a wide range of materials, stretching from pre-Ch’in 
through late Imperial eras. The ICS series is more recent. All items are true concordances, and the 
expanding number has already exceeded the Harvard-Yenching total; however, the texts indexed are 
generally confined to pre-Ch’in, Han, and Six Dynasties eras.  
 
 Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series [Ha-fo Yen-ching hsueh-she 

yin-te 哈佛燕京學社引得 ] (Pei-p’ing: 1931-1947; rpt. Taipei: China 
Materials Center, 1965-69) [O.R. Z 7059 .H33] 

 
Published at Yenching University under the direction of the prodigious scholar 
William Hung (Hung Yeh 洪業 ), funding for the series was provided by the 
Harvard-Yenching Instiutute, a private foundation based at Harvard University. 
(Yenching University was a major Christian university in Beijing [Pei-p’ing 北平] 
during the period 1919-49.)  In all, 63 “H-Y” yin-te were published in this series, 
including 22 that were published as “supplements.” 
 The most useful of the yin-te are those which index vast collections (e.g., #34: 
Combined Indexes to Forty-Seven Collections of Sung Dynasty Biographies) and 
those that are concordance editions, providing authoritative text editions with full 
concordance indexes keyed to the text (e.g., Supplement #21: A Concordance to the 
Mo Tzu). In general, the concordance editions are among the supplements. (A number 
of specific yin-te will be discussed in later sections of these materials.) 
 Yin-te in the series are organized according to a little-used system called 
kuei-hsieh 庋擷 (roughly meaning “input-output”; the character used for hsieh is 
actually a variant). The kuei-hsieh system classifies all characters under five general 
structural forms, illustrated by the phrase Chung-kuo tzu kuei-hsieh 中國字庋擷 
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(roughly: [I] unified, [II] boxy, [III] upper-lower, [IV] diagonal, [V] left-right). Within 
each group, five numbers denote a variant application of the Four-Corner System 
(explained in the “Introductory Charts” section of these readings). The system was 
William Hung’s least successful accomplishment and users generally bypass learning 
it by using the stroke-count and Wade-Giles finding lists that precede the yin-te. There, 
each listed character is assigned an index number of the form x/xxxxx, representing 
the structural type number, followed by the character’s specific five-digit code: e.g., te 
得 5/29832. The character may then be located in the concordance by looking within 
the appropriate character structure section (indicated by Roman numeral page headers, 
I-V) and five-digit code (printed as two digits followed by three): thus, for te, one 
would look for the number 29 832 under section V.  If the yin-te being consulted is a 
simple index, one will find all indexed items for te listed, followed by page references 
(often by juan 卷 and ye 頁) to standard editions indicated in a bibliographic key 
section located following the finding list. If the yin-te is a concordance, every instance 
of the character te in the text will be given with surrounding text (the character te itself 
indicated by a circle), followed by a reference number to the text including, in 
boldface, page number (of the text provided in the concordance), followed by other 
indicators separated by slashes – the significance of these varies by text type, but most 
will be juan or chapter, followed by line number. For example, 34/14/23 would mean 
page 34 (chapter 14) line 23. (See the illustration on the next page.) Note that when a 
character occurs as part of a name or set phrase there is a cross-index notation that 
refers users to a compound indexed as a sub-entry under the head character of the 
phrase. 
 Even though many Harvard-Yenching concordances have been superseded by 
the much simpler ICS editions, many decades of scholarship used these editions as 
standard references, citing passages in important text by H-Y page/ch./line number, 
thus the concordances remain important tools.   

 
ICS Ancient Chinese Texts Concordance Series (Hsien-Ch’in Liang-Han ku-chi 
chu-tzu so-yin ts’ung-k’an 先秦兩漢古籍逐字索引叢刊), 62 indexes. [O.R. AI 
19 .C5 H77] and ICS Concordances to Works of Wei-Jin and the Northern and 
Southern Dynasties (Wei Chin Nan-Bei Ch’ao ku-chi chu-tzu so-yin ts’ung-k’an 
魏晉南北朝古籍逐字索引叢刊), 27 vols. [O.R. AI 19 .C5; Collected Works W45; 
Historical Works W457; Philosophical Works W458] (Hong Kong: Commercial 
Press, 1992-2002) 
 

A project guided by the late D.C. Lau (Lau Din Cheuk; Liu Tien-chueh 劉殿爵), an eminent 
scholar of early Chinese thought, the ICS concordance series provides straightforward 
concordances to a wide variety of texts from the pre-Ch’in, Han, and Six Dynasties periods. (The 
databases for these volumes forms the basis of major sections of the CHANT website; these will 
be introduced in the “Confucian Classical Studies” section of these readings.) The series does not 
cover materials from the Sui Dynasty on. 
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  Harvard-Yenching Concordance Wade-Giles Character Finding List 
 

Finding all instances of 
te 得 in the Shih ching, 

using the 
Harvard-Yenching 

concordance (Mao-shih 
yin-te) 

 
Locate target character in 
either the stroke-count or 
Wade-Giles finding list. 
 
First digit (5 = V) is the 
concordance section 
where the character is 
located. The five-digit 
number after the slash is 
the main kuei-hsieh 
character code. 
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Concordance is divided 
into five character 
structure divisions (te 得 
is a left/right, type-V 
graph); Arabic numerals 
indicate kuei-hsieh code. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Every text instance of 得, 
with reference numbers 
showing:  
     page/poem/stanza. 
 
The reference text is 
included in volume. 
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 ICS Concordances include critical editions of the analyzed texts, with 
concordances arranged by pinyin transcription. Unlike the Harvard-Yenching 
concordances, characters are all analyzed separately (a decision that reflects the use 
of computers to compile these indexes). Each instance of a character is 
accompanied by a reference to the base text, indicating: text section (usually of the 
form #.#, indicating juan and ICS subsection number) / page in base text / line 
number in subsection (e.g.: 8.8/44/3). (The text section numbers are used 
throughout the CHANT online database, as discussed in the section on Confucian 
Classical Studies.) Stroke-count indexes are provided, as well as tabulations of 
character frequencies. 

The ICS Concordances are now the standard base for scholarly references 
for the range of pre-T’ang texts that they cover.  

 
A Note on Using Reference Tools: The Fan-li 凡例 Page 
 
Reference works in traditional Chinese studies (sometimes known as kung-chü-shu 工具書, or 
“tool books”) can be challenging to use, especially those that are themselves products of the 
traditional era and therefore not often organized in ways that are congenial to modern readers. One 
of the most important tools for using “tool books” is the “guide for use” section that frequently 
appears in such works, often immediately after a preface. These sections are usually entitled fan-li 
凡例, literally: “general format.” These pages, often written in wen-yen-wen that is as challenging 
as any other part of the book, are conventionally presented as a bullet point list that moves from 
general issues (what material does the work analyze; what editions are taken to be standard; how is 
the data ordered) to specific ones (what abbreviations are used; what numbering schemes are used 
for reference). Unhelpfully, the “bullets” in traditional typography were usually represented by the 
character yi 一: “one,” which can be confusing. Modern reference works usually use ordinal 
numerals, Arabic or Chinese, and modern fan-li sections are generally much easier to read, but they 
still use a telegraphic form of prose that may require extra focus to follow. 
 
 Fan-li pages are a genre of writing, and like any genre, this one becomes easier to 
understand the more you read it. The guides listed in this section and, indeed, the descriptions in 
C511 generally, are all, in part, replacements for fan-li pages, providing “guides for use” in English 
so that you can move right into the tool book itself. But there are many specialized tools not 
introduced here that you will encounter as you undertake primary research, and it would be a smart 
plan to devote some time now to reading through a few fan-li sections – best attempted for 
reference works that you already are able to use, since this will allow you to decode guides and see 
how they represent, in literary Chinese, practical descriptions of principles of organization. If you 
do this from time to time, it will not necessarily make it easy to read fan-li pages in the future, but 
it will allow you to feel confident that the codes can be cracked, and that a fan-li page can actually 
be a helpful time saver rather than a dispiriting confirmation of the fact that you – like the rest of 
us now living – are not a literatus. 
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The opening of the fan-li section in the Ch’ing era K’ang-hsi tzu-tien 康熙字典 
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Online Guides 
 
Over the past decade, a variety of online resources have proliferated, far too many for C511 to 
introduce. While an attempt to note some of the more useful of these will be made for the various 
topics of future readings, one itself serves the broad role of a field manual, and its bibliography of 
sources (including, in Section 2, online sources) is very useful to consult. The site is maintained by 
Benjamin Elman at Princeton (Department of History): 
 
Classical Historiography for Chinese History  
 

URL:   http://www.princeton.edu/~classbib/ 
 
The basic outline of this site includes the following: 
 

1.   Introduction to Classical Chinese Historiography  
2.   Relevant Electronic Resources for Chinese Studies  
3.   Dictionaries  
4.   Selected List of Bibliographical & Geographical Aids  
5.   Biographical Aids  
6.   Some Aids for Translating Chinese Official Titles & Institutions  
7.   Reference Guide to Classical Book Titles  
8.   The Four Parts of the Imperial Library (Sibu 四部) 
9.   Bibliography of Chinese Classics & Literature in Translation with Recent Related Histories  
10. Selected English Bibliography for Chinese Civilization: A Brief Topical and Historical 

Survey to Ming Times  
11. Sources for the Ming Dynasty  
12. Sources for the Qing Dynasty  
13. Civil and Military Examination Bibliographies  
14. Epigraphy  

 
 

http://www.princeton.edu/%7Eclassbib/

